BEFORE & AFTER RESULTS

NUCLEAR POWER PLANT

THE FACTS
INDUSTRY: Nuclear power
METAL PARTS: Critical nuclear reactor parts
PREVIOUS RUST PREVENTION PROCESS:
- Messy application and removal
- Toxic and volatile environment
- Labor intensive - oil applied to 100,000s parts
- Restricted part readiness

THE RESULTS
ARMOR RUST PREVENTION SOLUTION:
ARMOR WRAP® VCI Paper and ARMOR POLY® VCI Bags
- Clean: parts readily available to use
- Safe: eliminates hazardous conditions from oil
- Easy application: simply wrap parts and place in bag
- Savings in labor, materials, and costs

ARMOR SOLUTION COST SAVINGS: $100,000+

For more than 35 years, Armor Protective Packaging® has provided clean, safe, easy and effective rust prevention and rust removal products that are designed to protect metal while in-process, during transport or in storage.